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Most traders do or did BREAKOUT TRADING

Here in this Thread ■ a effective technique i use to trade both breakout & false

breakout

It will take 5 minutes to read

Kindly RETWEET this tweet if you find the content useful so it can reach and

benefit many traders
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I do daily Live Market session via Youtube Live ( Monday to Friday morning 9:00 a.m to 01:00 p.m.

Follow us @learntotrade365 . Join the Telegram Channel for live market updates

https://t.co/VU0bCGjU7s
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Main problem most breakout traders face is false breakout. So if we understand other side of breakout trading false breakout

can also be used as a trading opportunity . Read this thread i have shared few examples.

Chart example - 1
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Rather getting confused whether the breakout will be a success or failure - look in perspective of double opportunity

Chart example -2
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Breakout trading using simple Swing levels. Below example is about making use of false breakout as a trade opportunity.

Controlled position sizing can only help a trader to become profitable

Chart example 3
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One more example using simple swing levels. In breakout trading volume plays a very important role. Even with good

volume breakout can fail - that is were i make use of false breakout as a trade opportunity.

Chart example 4
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I have used simple SMA 20 to under whether volume is good or low. Check the below chart to understand

Chart example 5
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End of the thread 

 

If you find the thread useful kindly RETWEET & LIKE the first tweet so it can reach and help traders 

 

Follow us @learntotrade365 for more learning content along with live market session access 

 

Kindle check below MEGA learning ■

https://twitter.com/learntotrade365


 

https://t.co/1VnfNSBwKp

MEGA LEARNING THREAD

The thread contain all the FREE CONTENT which I have shared so far.

Everyone support us by RETWEET & LIKE so it can reach wider and benefit many traders.

YouTube channel - https://t.co/pUUwDN7IO5

Telegram channel - https://t.co/VU0bCGjU7s pic.twitter.com/f0Uf7ech31

— Learn to Trade (@learntotrade365) August 27, 2022
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